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APPENDIX: CULTURE AND POPULAR CULTURE

The body of literature dealing with definitions and analyses of culture is not small.

Although a definition of popular culture is not necessary for the purposes of this thesis (anymore

than a definition of orthodoxy is strictly necessary), and a thorough and satisfying investigation

quite outside of its scope, an explanation of the assumptions behind the term used is here offered.

Kevin Bauder provides an overview and evaluation of the the three main definitions of

culture: the scientific, the critical, and the organic.  The scientific theory suffers from an inherent1

contradiction: in order to define what it should seek merely to describe, science has to make a

value judgment regarding what culture is.  Bauder dismisses the critical theory of culture on the2

ground that it is little help in discussing ordinary culture, in other words, the definition is too

narrow to be useful.  What Bauder settles on is the organic theory which was advanced by T. S.3

Eliot. By this definition culture is the embodiment in life of a people's religion.4

T. S. Eliot's definition of culture is such that it includes and requires a further distinction

within culture itself. This distinction is between the many for whom culture is not an explicit or

conscious aim, and the group within that culture for whom the labor of culture is conscious and
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Eliot, Christianity and Culture, 183-84.5

an explicit aim: the difference is the difference between the general populace and the élites. The

difference works out to the division between high and low, or high and folk cultures within a

larger culture.

Error creeps in again and again through our tendency to think of culture as group culture
exclusively, the culture of the “cultured” classes and élites. We then proceed to think of
the humbler part of society as having only in so far as it participates in this superior and
more conscious culture. To treat the “uneducated” mass of the population as we might
treat some innocent tribe of savages to whom we are impelled to deliver the true faith, is
to encourage them to neglect or despise that culture which they should possess and from
which the conscious part of culture draws vitality; and to aim to make everyone share in
the appreciation of the fruits of the more conscious part of culture is to adulterate and
cheapen what you give. For it is an essential condition of the preservation of the quality
of the culture of the minority, that it should continue to be a minority culture. No number
of Young Peoples’ Colleges will compensate for the deterioration of Oxford and
Cambridge, and for the disappearance of the “blend” which Dr. Joad relished. A
“mass-culture” will always be a substitute-culture; and sooner or later the deception will
become apparent to the more intelligent of those upon whom this culture has been palmed
off.5

Here Eliot makes the distinction between high and folk culture rather neatly, and shows

their relationship one to another. He corrects the view that identifies culture only with high

culture. Eliot says that there has to be, within a common culture, a sort of segregation that allows

for an exchange between high and low, without the dissolution of union. Both high and folk

culture are legitimate and necessary parts of a broader national or regional culture. Against these

he contrasts the mass-culture, a broad and undifferentiating substitute for the real thing. One can

spot the difference between a legitimate culture and mass culture readily by considering whether

there are high and low divisions to mass culture. A substitute is a counterfeit, in this instance, for

the substitute only pretends without accomplishing the ends the thing substituted does.
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Mass culture is not local; it is not associated with a geographic region and its way of life.

It is produced by machinery, and hence its mass distribution. It is not the culture of a local

people, it is the culture of the politicians and entrepreneurs. Its popular appeal lies in its ease of

consumption.

Bernard Rosenberg suggests that mass culture (which he does not distinguish from

popular culture) is organized distraction. He goes on to suggest that it is organized to exploit a

fundamental need: modern man is alienated from meaning, work, community and even himself:

his life has been trivialized and at the same time he has been handed a great deal of free time.6

Rosenberg suggests, after rejecting three other contenders for the honor of being responsible for

mass culture, that modern technology is its only necessary condition.7

 Rosenberg is not alone, his ideas are corroborated by Leo Lowenthanl who says: 

The decline of the individual in the mechanized working processes of modern civilization
brings about the emergence of mass culture, which replaces folk art or ‘high’ art. A product of
popular culture has none of the features of genuine art, but in all its media popular culture proves
to have its own genuine characteristics: standardization, stereotypy, conservatism, mendacity,
manipulated consumer goods.8

Another who agrees is Dwight Macdonald. Part of the way Macdonald distinguishes folk

culture and popular culture is by saying that folk culture satisfies a taste that popular culture

exploits. This suggests that a very close relationship exists between folk and popular culture.

This would make popular culture a corruption, not of culture in general, but of folk culture in
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particular. Macdonald elaborates on this and says popular culture is folk culture broken out of the

constraints of folk culture and aspiring to high culture by means of counterfeit. He says it results

in a kind of debased high culture, high culture gone to seed; one might say it is folk culture

citified, or that popular culture is the elitism of the people and the populism of the elite.9

Macdonald formulates a law that depends on the specialization which mechanization

involves. With the advance of the technology involved in any art, there is a greater dividing up;

specialization requires it. “Such art workers are as alienated from their brainwork as the

industrial worker is from his handiwork. The results are as bad qualitatively as they are

impressive quantitatively.”  Hence the inferiority of popular, or mass culture in the production10

of cultural artifacts.

Then Macdonald considers the possibility of redeeming popular culture. To consider its

possibilities is to consider its decline into something even worse. How can something that “voids

both the deep realities and the simple pleasures" be used in the aid of restoring deep realities and

legitimate simple pleasures? Mass culture, popular culture, is not an art, it is a commodity and

"tends downward, toward cheapness.”  11
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